Abstract. We establish that the quadrirational Yang-Baxter maps, considered on their symmetry-complete lattice, give an un-normalized form of the Painlevé systems associated withẼ 8 symmetry. This is a unified representation bringing KdV-type and Painlevé-type systems together outside of the usual paradigm of reductions. Our approach exploits the geometric characterisation of the Painlevé equations and the formulation of both kinds of systems in terms of birational groups.
Introduction
The quadrirational mappings [1] are a few amongst the myriad known manifestations of the discrete KdV equation (see [2] ). However, three of them, denoted by F I , F II and F IV in [1] , are set apart due to a seemingly coincidental feature: admissible transformations allow the system parameters to be put on the same footing as the variables. This parameter-variable interchange symmetry is inessential for the KdV-type integrability, but turns out to signify existence of a larger whole of which the system is a part. Specifically there is a more symmetric embedding lattice in which there is no distinction between parameters and variables on a global level [3] . The KdV-type integrability is related to consistent embedding in the hypercube, which locally is the Yang-Baxter property, or consistency on a cube. The corresponding local property fundamental for the extended lattice is a consistency which generalizes the cube combinatorics to that of the 5-simplex. The extended lattice is characterised in general by its automorphism group, which is of Coxeter type.
Lattices with similar groups of automorphisms are well-known from the setting of the discrete Painlevé equations, and it is the purpose of the present paper to show the explicit connection. Specifically, we will identify the lattice systems emerging from F I , F II and F IV as being a representation of those systems from Sakai's Painlevé classification [4] withẼ 8 symmetry. The key to making contact with the Painlevé systems is their manifestation as birational groups. This formulation is basic to the geometric approach that has been developed by Sakai in the classification, it arises as the automorphism group of the underlying rational surface. An advantage of the birational group is that it can be expressed in terms of simple generators, whilst encoding the Painlevé dynamics and Bäcklund transformations on an equal footing.
Section 2 summarises relevant theory of the 5-simplex consistent systems, in particular the associated birational actions are defined, as well as the associated lattice and initial-value-problem. We also explain how the betterknown setting for the Yang-Baxter maps is recovered by restriction to a sublattice. Section 3 starts with the main technical result, which is a substitution to linearize the previously defined birational actions in the case corresponding to F I . This gives direct connection with the P 1 × P 1 actions associated with the elliptic Painlevé equation, which arise here in a form most similar to those defined in [5] (see also [6, 4, 7] ). We then find that the cases F II and F IV can be treated similarly, in the Painlevé setting they correspond to different parameterisations of the elliptic curve. We finish with some remarks about the lattice-geometry.
The 5-simplex consistent systems
The purpose of this section is to summarise the relevant theory of the 5-simplex consistent systems, which are a subset of the quadrirational YangBaxter maps having additional symmetry. More details can be found in [1, 3] .
5-simplex consistency
The basic object is the rational triplet-pair system. Definition 2.1 By a rational triplet-pair system we mean a system of equations relating a pair of triplets of variables
that rationally determines one variable from each triplet from the remaining four variables, and which is invariant under permutations of the variables that send the set {{x 0 , x 1 , x 2 }, {y 0 , y 1 , y 2 }} to itself.
The explicit examples may be written as follows:
From these expressions the triplet-pair symmetry is clear, and the rationality is straightforward to verify. With one variable from each triplet (e.g. x 0 and y 0 ) playing a distinguished passive role as parameters, these systems are equivalent to the quadrirational Yang-Baxter maps F I , F II and F IV from [1] . Based on that classification (of quadrirational systems), it is likely that these examples exhaust the scalar systems satisfying Definition 2.1. For these cases, the parameter-dependent Yang-Baxter property turns out to be a subcase of a stronger consistency feature in which the parameters are elevated to the same level as variables. The combinatorics of this consistency can be described in terms of the 5-simplex. The 5-simplex is a geometric figure consisting of six vertices in which every pair of vertices defines a single edge. It naturally occupies a space of 5 dimensions, but only the combinatorics are relevant here, and not the spatial geometry. Definition 2.2 Assign variables to edges of the 5-simplex and impose a rational triplet-pair system (Definition 2.1) on each pair of triplets of variables coming from the pairs of vertex-disjoint triangular faces. There are 6 edges along a closed path that passes once through each vertex of the 5-simplex, if the variables coming from those edges are unconstrained by the imposed equations, then the triplet-pair system is called 5-simplex consistent.
The 5-simplex has 15 edges and 10 vertex-disjoint triangle-pairs. It is easy to check that a generic rational triplet-pair system allows to determine all remaining edge variables in terms of the subset of 6 variables along the closed path. In the generic case the variables will be overdetermined because there are 9 remaining, and 20 imposed equations (coming from the 10 trianglepairs), however: Proposition 2.3 The rational triplet-pair systems (1), (2) and (3) are 5-simplex consistent.
The relevant structure resulting from this consistency property can be viewed as a birational group, or an equivalent lattice system. The two points of view are related by a two-way correspondence, connecting elements of the birational group with combinatorial automorphisms of the lattice. It is convenient to begin by introducing the birational group initially, and the lattice system afterwords.
Associated birational group
Given an arbitrary positive integer n and a generic rational triplet-pair system (Definition 2.1), the associated birational group is defined as follows. Fix j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, impose the rational triplet-pair system on all triplet-pairs
and setx j = x j ,ȳ j = y j . This system of equations determines the variables
as rational functions of the variables
A rational mapping σ j , acting on the 2n variables (6) , is introduced as
We adopt the convention of omitting trivial actions, thus σ j leaves unaltered the variables x j and y 1 , . . . , y n . Denoting the permutation mapping which interchanges x and y variables by ω,
allows, by conjugation, to introduce the companion to σ j . We denote it by σ
The following relations satisfied by the mappings are clear either from the definitions, or from the symmetry of the rational triplet-pair system:
According to our notational convention, id := {}, it is the identity mapping. On the level of these constructed mappings, the 5-simplex consistency manifests as further group relations. Proposition 2.4 Let m and n be integers such that 2 < m < n. The underlying rational triplet-pair system is 5-simplex consistent (Definition 2.2) if and only if the derived mappings σ 1 , . . . , σ m (7) and mapping ω (8) satisfy the additional relations
These relations define a Coxeter group.
Proposition 2.5 Suppose m > 1 and consider the finitely presented group with generators σ 1 , . . . , σ m , ω and relations (10), (11) . Elements t 0 , . . . , t m+2 defined as
Remark. If the underlying rational triplet-pair system is 5-simplex consistent, then t 4 , . . . , t m+2 act purely by permutation,
Thus the alternative Coxeter-type generators t 0 , . . . , t m+2 are often simpler to deal with than σ 1 , . . . , σ m , ω, and they are natural for establishing contact with the Painlevé systems later. On the other hand, there turns out to be a natural correspondence between the group elements σ ω 1 , . . . , σ ω m , σ 1 , . . . , σ m and the variables (6) , and this is used to our advantage in the coordinatisation of the associated lattice in the following subsection.
Associated lattice system
The lattice for the rational triplet-pair systems is specified as a set of variables arranged into triplet-pairs. A key feature of such arrangement is its group of symmetries, by which we mean the permutations of the variables which also permute the triplet-pairs. For the lattice in question it corresponds to a natural permutation action of the group defined in Proposition 2.5. Definition 2.6 For integer m > 1, consider the finitely presented group defined by generators σ 1 , . . . , σ m , ω and relations (10), (11) (cf. Proposition 2.5). The associated triplet-pair arrangement is a set of variables assigned to elements of the conjugacy class of σ 1 , which can be written as follows
arranged into the triplet-pairs
This definition is consistent because σ 1 and σ 2 are conjugate. Also it is clear form Proposition 2.5 that σ 1 , . . . , σ m , ω = t 1 , . . . , t m+2 ⋊ t 0 , and because σ 1 = t 0 it follows that the set of variables (14) is indeed in correspondence with the complete conjugacy class of σ 1 . The motivation for using restricted group t 1 , . . . , t m+2 instead of the full group t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t m+2 (as in [3] ) is because it does not lose generality, and is convenient for our subsequent analysis connecting with the Painlevé systems. The manifestation of the 5-simplex consistency here is the well-posedness of the following initial-value-problem. Proposition 2.7 Impose a 5-simplex consistent rational triplet-pair system (Definitions 2.1 and 2.2) on all triplet-pairs of the arrangement of Definition 2.6. Then all remaining variables are composed rational functions of the unconstrained subset
In the case m = 2 this is the statement of rationality of the triplet-pair system, whilst in the case m = 3 it coincides with statement of the 5-simplex consistency.
Remark. Combined with the group of symmetries of the arrangement, this initial-value-problem allows to derive constructively the preceding birational group, the main points of the derivation are as follows. The natural action of generators σ 1 , . . . , σ m , ω permute variables (16) with other variables in the lattice, and according to Proposition 2.7 the other variables can then be expressed as rational functions of variables (16). The identification of variables listed in (16) with those listed in (6) then allows to identify the rational action induced by the generators with the previously defined rational actions (7), (8) in the case n = m. This closes a circle, obtaining the birational group from the initial-value-problem on the lattice, and demonstrates the equivalence of the birational-group and lattice-system approaches.
Restriction to the quad-graph
The lattice of Definition 2.6 is a generalisation to the usual quad-graph domain of the Yang-Baxter maps [1] . Specifically, the hypercube of dimension m. This subsection exhibits the quad-graph as restriction from the more general one. It corresponds to restriction to the subgroup
of the group defined in Proposition 2.5, which is specified here in terms of a subset of the group elements introduced in (12) . Subgroup H defines a sub-arrangement as follows.
Definition 2.8
The triplet-pair arrangement of the m-cube is the subset of variables (14) given by
arranged into the subset of the triplet-pairs (15) given by
Again this is consistent because σ 2 = σ 1 , and t 4 ∈ H. The m-cube lattice geometry is made completely clear by introducing alternative coordinates as follows:
in which ordering of the composition is not important because σ i and σ j commute.
Proposition 2.9
The triplet-pair arrangement of the m-cube (Definition 2.8) can be written differently as variables
arranged into triplet-pars
where i, j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, i = j, and I ⊆ {1, . . . , m}. Furthermore, the action of the generators of H (17) on variables (21) reduce to action on i and I as follows
Here ⊕ denotes the symmetric difference of sets,
The subsets I ⊆ {1, . . . , m} are in natural correspondence with vertices of an m-cube whose edges connect vertices I and I ⊕ {i}. The index i ∈ {1, . . . , m} is in correspondence with the i th characteristic of the m-cube, which is the (m − 1)-dimensional section that bisects all edges connecting vertex I with vertex I⊕{i}, I ⊆ {1, . . . , m}. Thus variables w(σ 1 ), . . . , w(σ m ) are associated with characteristics and are considered global parameters of the restricted system, which are known in this context as lattice parameters. The other kind of variable w(σ
) is associated with the hypercube edge connecting vertex I with vertex I ⊕ {i}. The triplet-pairs (22) are associated with quads of the m-cube, they involve variables on four edges around a quad and parameters on characteristics which intersect on that quad. The initial data (16) consists of variables on all edges attached to the origin vertex I = {}, and the set of lattice parameters.
Note that in (23) the action of t 3 t 4 has been given, instead of giving t 3 directly. The given action is clear because t 3 t 4 = σ 1 σ 2 according to (12) , and it is easy to see that on variables (21) we have the action σ j = {I → I ⊕{j}}, which shows the origin of σ 1 , . . . , σ m , as basic reflections of the m-cube. The Yang-Baxter property is encoded by the commutativity σ i σ j = σ j σ i corresponding to the first of relations (11) .
Also note that the action of H on variables (21) preserves the parity of |I|, but every edge of the m-cube is attached to a unique vertex with |I| even, so although Definition 2.8 leads always to the evenness of |I|, this does not lose generality. Remark. It has been mentioned in Section 1 that in this setting, the YangBaxter maps are manifestations of the discrete KdV equation. The explicit connection is due to Papageorgio, Tongas and Veselov [2] , who established relation with the integrable quad-equation introduced much earlier by Nijhoff, Quispel and Capel (NQC) in [8] . The NQC equation is a generalisation of the potential-KdV superposition formula of Wahlquist and Estabrook [9] , but is equivalent to it if we allow third-order non-local transformations [10, 11] .
3 Linearisation of the actions t 1 , . . . , t m+2
In Section 2.2, a birational representation of the Coxeter group t 1 , . . . , t m+2 on the variables x 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y n , (valid for 1 < m ≤ n) was recalled. In this section, we give a linearisation of these actions. The relation with the birational actions arising in the theory of the elliptic Painlevé equation [4] is also established.
The case of F I
In this subsection, we consider the case of the primary triplet-pair system (1). To linearize the corresponding birational actions t 1 , . . . , t m+2 , we introduce variables h 1 , h 2 , k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n+3 , and define a parametrization of variables x 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y n as 
Proof. We prove the Theorem by using the following simpler actions s 0 , . . . , s m+3 . They act linearly on h 1 , h 2 , k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n+3 and birationally on (x i , y i ) i=1,. ..,n as
It is easy to check that s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s m+3 generate the Coxeter group associated with the following Dynkin diagram: 
which are equivalent to the Riemann relation for [u] . Due to the compatibility of the actions s i with the substitution (24), the compatibility of the actions t i follows if they are realised as some compositions of s i 's. Such compositions are easily found by looking at the linear actions (25) which are realised by Our final task is to confirm that these compositions reproduce the correct actions as t i also on variables (x i , y i ) i=1,...,n . To do this, we compute the explicit actions of µ, ν, which are given as
one can verify the following relations
and
where R(x, {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 }) = (x − c 1 )(x − c 2 )(x − c 3 ) and C = {0, 1, ∞}. These are the characteristic properties of the birational actions of t 2 , t 3 , hence the Theorem 3.1 is proved.[]
Relation to the elliptic Painlevé equation
In previous subsection the Coxeter group actions t 1 , . . . , t m+2 are recovered through the actions s 0 , . . . , s m+3 given in (26). The latter actions and their linearisation have been essentially known in the theory of the discrete Painlevé equation. We will give a short summary about these materials in a convention suitable for our description.
The elliptic difference Painlevé equation, the master equation among the second order discrete Painlevé equations, was discovered and constructed by Sakai [4] in P 2 form. The fundamental device in the construction is the birational representation of the affine Weyl groupẼ 8 . The elliptic Painlevé equation is obtained as the translation part of the affine Weyl group.
In our formulation theẼ 8 action in P 1 × P 1 form is more suitable than P 2 . But both formulations are essentially the same and we will describe them in parallel way. Let
be a configuration of n points p i = (u i , v i ) on P 1 × P 1 and consider their natural equivalent class M n given by
where the Möbius transformation PGL(2, C) acts on each low of U diagonally. We will consider in open chart whose coordinates are given by the canonical form
where
be a configuration of n + 1 points p
We have an open chart whose coordinates are given by the canonical form
and µ ijk is a minor determinant of X taking i, j and k-th columns.
There exist a natural birational map between the configuration spaces M n and M ′ n+1 which is simply given by identification of the coordinates
and hence p i = p ′ i+1 (i = 2, . . . , n). This birational map gives the isomorphism between X n = (n points blowing up of P 1 × P 1 ) and X ′ n+1 = (n + 1 points blowing up of P 2 ) for n ≥ 1. We will identify these spaces X n = X ′ n+1 :
On the configuration space M n ∼ M ′ n+1 , we consider birational maps s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s n coming from permutations of points as follows:
The explicit actions are easily computed as follows
which gives a birational representation of the Coxeter group
The actions (41) explain the birational action of s i (26) under the renumbering of variables f i = x i−3 , g i = y i−3 . Similarly, the linear actions of s i (26) on parameters h 1 , h 2 , k 1 , k 2 , . . . have also the geometric origin given in terms of the Picard lattice of X n = X ′ n+1 . We have canonical basis of the Picard lattices as follows
where the non-vanishing intersection pairings are given by
The isomorphism Pic(X n ) = Pic(X ′ n+1 ) is given by
(45) The action on the Picard lattice induced by s i is then given by the simple reflection
with the corresponding root α i given by
Then by introducing the complex parameters as ǫ i , h i , k i corresponding to E i , H i , E i , we have the following linear actions s i on them
or equivalently
The parametrization (24) which is written in the notation here as
is obtained from
(51) The linearisation in the last P 2 form was known (see [7] for example). Remark. The actions (41) gives the affine Weyl group of typeẼ 8 for n = 8, In the theory of Painlevé equations, however, we consider the case n = 9 (not 8). The reason is that the last point p 9 plays special role (the dependent variable of the discrete Painlevé equation), and we omit the last generator s 9 to get the affine Weyl group of typeẼ 8 . This kind of formulation of the eliptic Painlevé equation where the dependent variable is treated like an additional blowing up point was first considered in [12] in P 2 formulation. Accordingly, in the Painlevé context, the variables (f i , g i ) i=4,...,8 can be parametrized by h 1 , h 2 , k 1 , . . . , k 8 as above, but not for the last point (f 9 , g 9 ).
Since the last point p 9 is generically not on the bidegree (2, 2) curve passing through the eight points p 1 , . . . , p 8 . Remark. Recall that the actions t 1 , t 3 , t 4 , . . . give a birational representation of the Coxeter group
This representation can be considered as a version of the actions (26) or (41) where the normalization conditions on the first three points p 1 = (∞, ∞), p 2 = (0, 0), p 3 = (1, 1) are relaxed. In fact, in eq. (28), t 3 and s 2 was intertwined by the transformation ν which exchanges the parameters k 1 , k 2 (related to the points p 1 = (∞, ∞), p 2 = (0, 0)) with k 4 , k 5 (related to the points p 4 = (x 1 , y 1 ), p 5 = (x 2 , y 2 )). Then the actions t 3 = νs 2 ν and t 1 = s 1 , t 4 = s 5 , t 5 = s 6 , . . . do not touch upon the variables k 1 , k 2 , k 3 (or p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) and act only on the un-normalized points p 4 , p 5 , . . .. In this way, we obtained the Coxeter group action where the normalization constraint for the three points are removed. We note that such a normalization free representation was only available by using some elliptic functions (see [6] ) and purely algebraic form without elliptic function parametrisation was not known before.
Degenerations to F II and F IV
In this subsection, we will derive the linearisation of the birational actions t 1 , . . . , t m+2 associated with the triplet-pair systems (2) and (3) as suitable degenerations from those already presented for (1) .
Take as starting point the key substitution (24):
The limit
The participating functions are written for the elliptic case, but more generally they are defined in terms of [u] by the equations
So, limiting cases are included as follows:
The degeneration chain for the underlying triplet-pair systems is very straightforward. The transition (1) → (2) can be made by the substitution x i → 1 + ǫx i , y i → 1 + ǫy i , and the transition (2) → (3) can be made by substitution x i → 1/ǫ + x i , y i → 1/ǫ + y i . These are consistent with the above limits on F which have been made via coalescence of the parameters k 1 , k 2 and k 3 (ǫ = k 2 − k 1 for (1) → (2) and ǫ = k 1 − k 3 for (2) → (3)). As a result, we have the following: h 2 ) respectively, the action of mappings t 1 , . . . , t m+2 (12) constructed from respective underlying rational triplet-pair systems (2) and (3), are consistent with the linear actions (25) in the admissible special cases k 2 = k 1 and k 1 = k 2 = k 3 respectively.
To develop the geometric understanding of the degenerate cases, we can complement the remark given at the end of Section 3.1 as follows.
Proposition 3.3 Through associations
the rational action of t 4 , t 1 , t 3 , t 5 , t 6 , . . . , t m+2
on variables x 1 , . . . , x n ,y 1 , . . . , y n constructed in Section 2.2 from any of (1), (2) or (3), induce, respectively, the actions s 0 , s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 , . . . , s m on variables f 4 , . . . , f n , g 4 , . . . , g n , given in (41).
Proof. The normalizing associations (58) quotient out any Möbius change of the original variables, and it is not difficult to see that the aforementioned limiting procedures suffer a similar fate, so the proposition follows directly from the comment at the end of Section 3.1.[] Remark. Proposition 3.3 shows that the distinction between the birational groups (omitting generators t 0 and t 2 ) associated with the three triplet-pair systems (1), (2) and (3) is lost within the geometrically admissible normalization that puts (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), (x 3 , y 3 ) at (∞, ∞), (0, 0), (1, 1) . From the setting of the associated lattice system (Section 2.3) this can be seen as existence of non-local transformations, modulo which the three systems are equivalent. On reflection, this is not unexpected: it extends the similar fact which is already known to be true on the restricted quad-graph domain (cf. the remark at the end of Section 2.4).
As a solution of the lattice initial-value-problem
In this subsection we comment on aspects of the established connection from the view of the lattice geometry. The established linearisation of birational actions t 1 , . . . , t m+2 corresponds to integration of the following particular initial value problem (cf. Proposition 2.7):
where h 1 , h 2 , k 1 , . . . , k m+3 are freely chosen. The participating function F was given in (53), and is appropriate for the triplet-pair system (1), but should be replaced withF (54) orF (55) for the corresponding triplet-pair systems (2) and (3). The solution to initial value problem (59) takes the form w(σ g 1 ) = F (g(k 4 ), g(h 2 )), g ∈ t 1 , . . . , t m+2 .
Here the action of g on the left permutes elements of the conjugacy class of σ 1 = t 0 , to which the lattice variables are assigned. The action on the right is the linear action (25). The Painlevé sub-lattice corresponds to the case m ≥ 10 and n = m + 1, and the subset of variables w(σ g m+1 ), g ∈ t 1 , t 3 , t 4 , . . . , t 10 ,
or any set conjugate to this one. The remaining variables (60) are considered as non-autonomous parameters. The initial data x m+1 = w(σ ω m+1 ) and y m+1 = w(σ m+1 ) are freely chosen and complement (59).
One can consider the natural extension of the Painlevé sub-lattice (61) to the remaining variables w(σ g m+1 ), g ∈ t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , . . . , t m+2 .
Such Coxeter group representation is interesting. We don't comment on the the relation to integrable dynamics for the general group, however we note that (according to Proposition 2.7) the extension from (61) to (62) is unique. We also note the restriction to the different sub-lattice corresponding to the quad-graph domain w(σ g m+1 ), g ∈ t 3 , t 4 , . . . , t m+2 . The natural hypercube coordinates (cf. Section 2.4) allow to express the solution (60) more explicitly on the hypercube sub-lattice, it looks as follows:
where I ⊆ {1, . . . , m} with |I| even. Notice that k 4 , . . . , k m+3 correspond to lattice parameters in this setting. The restriction of variables (62) to this sublattice, that is, the subset of variables w(σ g m+1 ) : g ∈ t 3 , t 4 , . . . , t m+2 , are in correspondence with edges in one singled-out direction of the (m + 1)-cube, and thus vertices of the m-cube. Integration on this domain corresponds to applying the Bäcklund transformation to (63), which is treated as an elliptic background, or seed solution, of the associated Yang-Baxter maps. The independent equation satisfied by the vertex variables themselves is the corresponding multi-quadratic quad-equation [13] which is naturally understood as the consequence of the Yang-Baxter maps [3] .
